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Aims:

- To present teachers of the language department the different types of teaching aids that

can be used in the teaching learning process of a foreign language. 
- To give teachers suggestions on the use of teaching aids in large classes. 

Outline:
- Challenges and solutions when teaching large classes.
- What is a teaching aid?
- Why to use them?
- Characteristics.
- The types.
- Why not using technology?

Some challenges facing teachers with large classes:

 Desks and chairs are fixed or difficult to move

 Students sit close together in rows or even sharing seats & desks

 Little space for the teacher to move around the classroom

 Testing is problematic

 Not enough space for students to move during the lesson – so communicative activities

are sometimes difficult

 Noise levels can be high, so pair and group work activities can be difficult

 Not enough course books for all students

 Shortage of paper, pencils, notebooks etc.

 No photocopying facilities

 No video, computer or multi-media facilities – often no electricity!

 Torn, tattered copies of school text books – they’ve seen many generations of students

and the previous generations have provided the answers to activities in most cases.

 Individual teacher-student attention is minimized.
 Student opportunities to speak are lessened.
 Teacher's feedback on students' written work is limited.

Some solutions to these problems are available. Consider the following that apply to one or

several of the above challenges:

(a)  Try to make each student feel important (and not just a "number") by learning names and

using them. Name tags or desk "plates" serve as reminders.
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(b) Get students to do as much interactive work as possible, including plenty of "get-acquainted"

activities at the beginning, so that they feel a part of a community and are not just lost in the

crowd.

(c) Optimize the use of pair work and small group work to give students chances to perform in

English. In grouping, consider the variation in ability levels.

(d)  Do more than the usual number of listening comprehension activities, using tapes, video,

and yourself. Make sure students know what kind of response is expected from them. Through

active listening comprehension, students can learn a good deal of language that transfers to

reading, speaking, and writing.

(e) Use peer editing, feedback, and evaluation in written work whenever appropriate.

(f)  Give students a range of extra-class work, from a minimum that all  students must do to

challenging tasks for the better students in the class.

(g) Don't collect written work from all of your students at the same time; spread it out in some

systematic way both to lighten your load and to give students the benefit of a speedy return of

their work.

(h) Set up small learning centers in your class where students can do individualized work.

(i) Organize informal conversation groups and study groups.

Teaching Aids

Teaching aids are an integral part in the teaching-learning process. They are determined by the

other lesson components and the learning conditions. Teaching aids have a great role to play in

the communicative approach since they help learning in a number of different ways:

1. They can brighten up the classroom and bring more variety and interest into language

lessons;

2. They can help to provide the situations (contexts) which light up the meaning of the

utterances used;

3. They can stimulate students to speak the language as well as to read it and write it;

4. They can help in giving information of one kind or another about the background of

literature and about life in the foreign country concerned.
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1. The teacher: Your facial expression, gestures and mimes can greatly enhance students’

understanding of your meaning. Without turning into an absolute clown you can take

steps to help students understand by:

• miming the action you are describing, e.g. when students are first getting used to classroom

instructions in English: ‘Listen carefully’ (teacher points to ear), ‘You’ve got five minutes’ (teacher

points to watch and shows five fingers)

•  exaggerating  your  facial  expressions  slightly  to  get  across  a  sense  of  mood  –  surprise,

disapproval.

2. The blackboard/whiteboard
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4.  Cards:

Small cards are easy to handle and to preserve. They replace the old, big traditional picture

since they are more economic and meet far more requirements of the communicative approach.

The cards may be used to develop in the learners the skills of listening, speaking, reading

and writing. The same card may serve different communicative purposes. In addition, the

learner may understand, practice and use language forms to perform certain functions in a

given context.

Examples of cards that can be used in pair work: 

                      Student A                                                        Student B

a. Tell B what you have in your card                              a. Do the same. 

b. Tell B what makes the two cards different                 b. Tell A what 

                                                                                           is common in both cards.

c. Find a solution to the                                                  c. Do the same

problem-solving situation.  

                        Situation:                                                               Situation:

A farmer had a big problem. He                       A man wants to cross a river

was standing by a river with a                         with a goat, a cabbage and a

basket of corn, a fox and a                               bear. But he could pass only

goose, and the farmer wanted                         the cabbage, the goat or the

to take all three to the other                             bear. The goat should not

side. But his boat was only big                         eat the cabbage; the bear

enough for himself and one of                          should not eat the goat.
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his belongings. Now he could ,

not take the fox and leave the                                     What to do?

goose along with the corn. The

goose would eat it.

And he could not leave the fox

and the goose alone because

the fox was hungry.

What could he do?

Student A                                                                   Student B

a. Tell B what's crossing the                               a. Tell A what's going

cat's head.                                                            through the boy's mind.

b. Tell B what you wouldn't do                             b. Tell A how you would

if you were the cat's owner.                                 feel if you were the boy.

I strongly suspect you

belong to an organization .                                that's diabolically opposed

                                                                            to Authority.

Flashcards

After making very colorful flashcards for key topics and lexical sets, it is easy to under-use them.

The advantages of flashcards are:

1 You can use them as an introduction/warm-up to reactivate students’ language.

• Get students in pairs to guess the words or phrases that the pictures represent.

• Make a team game. Partially cover each picture (with black card with a shaped cut-out which

gives a keyhole effect) and challenge teams to guess the word. Further points can be added or

gained by making a sentence about the picture or asking a question about it.

• You can use sets of pictures and ask what they have in common, e.g. all modes of transport;

all objects you might find in a bedroom; all uncountable foodstuffs; all countries in the Southern

Hemisphere; all spare time activities, etc.

2 You can use the flashcards as cues for substitution in dialogues, e.g. a lexical set of pictures

of drinks on the board.

Teacher offers the drinks: ‘Would you like a cup of tea? /sugar? /some milk?’

Students respond and continue practicing: ‘Yes, please.’ The teacher then elicits questions from

students using the cards and invites others to respond. The dialogue can be further refined until

the flashcards serve as prompts for students working alone.
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E-mail: 

E-mail is an instructional tool used in just about every educational environment you can think of

today. When considering e-mail as a planned component of teaching, however, think in terms of

how it can build relationships among members of a group as well as between the teacher and a

student.

Pros: Almost universally accessible. You can get fast response, with the ability to create group

discussion, free, or at least, very inexpensive.

Cons: Many individuals feel overwhelmed by e-mail and may tune out e-mail communications.

Synchronous chat:
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Synchronous chat brings multiple users into a secure online space for immediate give-and take.

It requires all participants to be available at the same time. The results are easy to archive for

later review.

Synchronous chat is a native language of teens, but older folks (which in tech terms means

anyone born before 1975) can find it difficult to follow multiple chatters. The limitations of the

software mean that responses from chatters can be delayed, resulting in an online dialogue that

is out of sync. Still, for immediate questions and task-oriented group meetings, chat can get the

job done.

Forum or bulletin board: Requires participants to visit the discussion host to participate in the

dialogue (see Figure 1.1).

Listserv: Delivers all discussion to the participants’ e-mail. Many systems also create a Web-

based archive that functions much like a bulletin board so users can log in to view and respond

to postings.

Blog: Short for “Weblog,” creates an online journal or diary of comments, either from a single

blogger or from multiple members of a blog group. Unlike other forms of AD, blogs do not create

threads  (messages  grouped  by  topic)  and  so  are  difficult  to  use  for  give-and-take  among

participants.

Newsgroup:  Delivers discussion elements directly to users’ desktop e-mail system, although

the postings themselves are hosted on a remote, secure server.

Wiki:

 It is a system of knowledge management that helps collaborative work. 
 It allows users to add or edit contents.
 It  can be used to create or design vocabulary glossaries about specific topics, make

projects, and even for note taking.
  It is an excellent tool for group working.
 It is a system to elaborate texts and debate about them.
 It is a means to gather information to make Project Works or create contents.
 It is a point of interchange with students from all over the world.
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